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IntroductionIntroduction
1) Many spectacular regularities are seen from 106 to 1014 solar mass systems.

Tully-Fisher Faber-Jackson
Rot curves of spirals Bulge-BH Mass Correl

2) Are these due to:

(Einstein’s Field Eqns)
A modification of Newtonian Gravity ?   or   Various amounts of Dark Matter ?

3) Newtonian Gravity is not well tested for accelerations below what is seen in our Solar System.

aPluto = (GMSun/r
2
Pluto Orbit) = 3.9 x 10-4 cm/sec2   >> a0

4) The MOND (“Modified Orbital Newtonian Dynamics”) prescription:
(Milgrom, 1983 ApJ 270 )

a u(a/a0)= aNewton where   u(x)=x    x<<1        a0 ~ 1.2 x 10-8 cm/sec2

=1    x>>1
u(x)=x / sqrt(1+x2)  is an often used function with these limits

Therefore: a = sqrt ( a0 * GM/r2)   when  a << a0

= Geometric Mean (a0 * Newton)
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TullyTully--FisherFisher

Sanders & McGaugh; astro-ph/0204521 Apr 2002.

1)    All these galaxies are at about the same 
distance (15.5 Mpc).  Thus, 1/r2 decrease in 
flux is the same for all these galaxies.

2) Tully – Fisher
L~V 4 

rot asymptotic

MOND
V2

rot asymptotic /r = sqrt (a0*GM/r2)
V4 

rot asymptotic = a0*GM
=(a0G)(M/L) L
~(Const) L  = Tully Fisher

Newton
Add Dark Matter to make TF workL=70 V3.9 

rot asymptotic
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BBaryonic aryonic TTullyully--FFisherisher

M/L)Stars=1
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BBaryonic aryonic TTullyully--FFisherisher
M=40 V4

f [Vf=km/sec]

McGaugh; astro-ph/0506750 Aug 2005

(Total Baryonic Mass works better than (Total Baryonic Mass works better than LumLum))

M/L)Stars= 
MOND fit to 
rot curves

http://cul.arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0506750
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FaberFaber--Jackson Relation Jackson Relation –– for for EllipticalsEllipticals

MONDNewton

Add DM to make it work.

Ref: Faber+Jackson, ApJ 204, 668-683 (1976)

1~4

4

0
2

L
MforLv

Mv

GMav

ellipticaltheofmassentiretheenclosetoradiusChoose

∝

∝

=

σ ~ v
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Critical Mass Surface DensityCritical Mass Surface Density

Consider the Newtonian acceleration “a” at the outer edge of a ball of matter “M”
of radius “r”.  To an observer this ball appears as a disk with surface density “Σ”:

a=G(M/r2) = G π (M / πr2)
=G π Σ < a0 for MOND behavior

When a<a0 (ie: Σ < a0/ Gπ),  the outer parts of the ball enter the MOND regime.

Thus there exits a critical surface density  Σm~a0/Gπ = 140 Msun/pc2

(=22 mag/arcsec2 for M/L~2)

If  Σ > Σm “HSB” High Surface Brightness
This galaxy is Newtonian.  The rot curve peaks and then falls
outside the baryonic matter until it enters the a<a0 MOND 
regime and approaches its asymptote.

< Σm “LSB” Low Surface Brightness
This galaxy is Mondian everywhere.  The rot curve rises to 
the asymptote.  These galaxies are interpreted to have lots of
DM 
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Rotation Curves of Spirals Rotation Curves of Spirals –– Two TypesTwo Types

LSB

MOND fits the data 
with one parameter 
M/L of the visable
component

HSB

Gas
Stars

Stars
Gas

Σm= 22 mag/arcsec2

V2
Meas=V2

Stars+V2
Gas+V2

DM if Newton
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Rotation Curves of SpiralsRotation Curves of Spirals

Figure 4: MOND fits to the rotation curves of the Ursa Major galaxies (Sanders & Verheijen1998). The radius 
(horizontal axis) is given in kiloparsecs and in all cases the rotation velocity is in kilometers/second. The points and 
curves have the same meaning as in Fig.3. The distance to all galaxies is assumed to be 15.5 Mpc and ao is the 
Begeman et al.(1991) value of 1.2 × 10-8 cm/s2. The free parameter of the fitted curve is the mass of the stellar disk. 
If the distance to UMa is taken to be 18.6 Mpc, as suggested by the Cepheid-based re-calibration of the Tully-Fisher 
relation (Sakai et al. 2000), then ao must be reduced to 10-8 cm/s2.

Look at extra slide at end of talk for reasons 
fits may have failed on these 5 galaxies.
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M/L)M/L)Stars in KStars in K--bandband~1  for MOND~1  for MOND

MOND fit M/L ratios for the 
UMa spirals (Sanders & 
Verheijen) in the

B-band (top)
K’-band (bottom)

plotted against B-V (blue minus 
visual) color index.

The solid lines show 
predictions from populations 
synthesis models by Bell and 
de Jong (2001).

If  K band (near infrared) luminosities were used, then an M/L)Stars=1 would fit 
the rotation curves of all 18 Ursa Major spirals with no free parameters (since 
a0=1.2 x 10-8 was fixed by other galaxies) !!
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Rotation Curves of SpiralsRotation Curves of Spirals
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Relation Between Dark and Baryonic MassRelation Between Dark and Baryonic Mass
Perhaps MOND is just a lucky ansatz that has managed to fit all spiral rotation 
curves with just one parameter MLum/L~1 when it is given the Baryonic mass 
distribution. But the ansatz is still useful because now the Baryonic mass 
distribution fixes the Dark Matter distribution !!  Consider Ursa Major spirals for 
which M/L =1 for all of them.  There is no need to measure V2(r).

MOND + MBaryonic(r)  → V2(r) → Newton + MDM(r)

a(r) = V2(r) /r = V2
Stars(r) /r + V2

Gas(r) /r + V2
DM(r) /r      Newton

= u-1(x) [a Newton Stars + a Newton Gas ]                       MOND

= u-1(x) [ V2
Stars(r) /r + V2

Gas(r) /r ]

Then:

V2
DM(r)= [u-1(x)-1] [V2

Stars(r) + V2
Gas(r) ]         where:    a0=1.2 x 10-8 cm/sec2

x(r) = a(r)/a0
u(x)=x / sqrt(1+x2)
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Relation Between Dark and Baryonic MassRelation Between Dark and Baryonic Mass

So:

1) Use measured MStars(r) and MGas(r) with Newton to calc V2
Stars(r) and V2

Gas(r).

2) Use V2
Stars(r), V

2
Gas(r), and MOND u(x) to calculate V2

DM(r).

3) Use V2
DM(r) and Newton to calculate MDM(r).

This is a wonderful convenience that MStars(r) and MGas(r) imply MDM(r) !   You don’t 

have to measure the rotation curve to get MDM(r)….just use MStars(r) and MGas(r) .

Now it remains to be theoretically explained :

How does Baryonic and non-interacting Dark Matter remain so tightly coupled that 

one distribution exactly predicts the other ?

Will a stochastic formation history accomplish this wonder ?

by Lum, 21 cm, xray intensities
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NonNon--existing Hybrid Spiral Galaxyexisting Hybrid Spiral Galaxy

Scarpa; http://xxx.lanl.gov/pdf/astro-ph/0601478

MOND fails to fit the rotation curve            DM fits the rotation curve
of this fake galaxy. (Good !!) of the fake just fine.

Stars

Gas
Gas

Stars (with smaller M/L)

http://xxx.lanl.gov/pdf/astro-ph/0601478
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Globular Clusters of StarsGlobular Clusters of Stars

Scarpa, etal,   http://arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0601581

Shows flattening of rotation curves with a0=1.4 – 2.1 x 10-8 cm/sec2 (with errors 
~consistent with 1.2).  Are there DM halos around Globular clusters too?

http://arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0601581
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Pressure Supported SystemsPressure Supported Systems

Figure 7: The line-of-sight velocity dispersion vs. characteristic radius for pressure supported astronomical 
systems. The star-shaped points are globular clusters (Pryor & Meylen 1993, Trager et al. 1993), the 
points are massive molecular clouds in the Galaxy (Solomon et al. 1987), the triangles are the dwarf 
spheroidal satellites of the Galaxy (Mateo1998), the dashes are compact elliptical galaxies (Bender et al. 
1992), the crosses are massive elliptical galaxies (Jørgensen et al. 1995a,b, Jørgensen 1999), and the 
squares are X-ray emitting clusters of galaxies (White, et al. 1997). The solid line is shows the relation σ2/r 
= a0 and the dashed lines a factor of 5 variation about this relation.

Glob Clus

Massive Molecular Clouds

Massive Ellip
Xray Clusters

Compact Ellip

Dwarf Spheroids

V2/r=a0
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Bulge Bulge –– Central Black Hole Mass CorrelationCentral Black Hole Mass Correlation

Scarpa, etal,   http://arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0601478

Using MOND the explanation is simple: 
The Bulge always puts ~.004 of its mass into the Black Hole

Baryon Tully Fisher                    M/L~2
MBH=.07 σ4

Bulge=.07 (1/40) MBulge=.002 MBulge MBH=.01 LBulge=.005 MBulge

http://cul.arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0601478
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Cluster Masses from XCluster Masses from X--raysrays

MOND says from velocity dispersion MTotal ~ 2 x MGas.
Thus, need ~1 MGas of  DM (2 eV neutrinos?) in clusters of galaxies. 

Sanders & McGaugh: http://cul.arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0204521

http://cul.arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0204521
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Cluster Masses from XCluster Masses from X--raysrays
Clusters seemed to need DM even before the definitive Bullet Cluster result:

Gas temperature in Galactic Clusters is ~flat with radius.  MOND then says all 
the mass must be at the center of the cluster, which the visible mass clearly is 
not.    Aguirre, etal., astro-ph/0105184

Thus MOND needs some non-baryonic DM in clusters of galaxies.

Neutrino velocity:

(4/11)1/3 x (2.7 °K ) x (10-4 ev/°K) = 1/2  (2  eV)  (v/c)2

v = 3900 km/sec

Would the cold Maxwell tail of these neutrinos be captured in the cluster’s 
typical 1000 km/sec escape velocity ?
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Neutrino Energy Density Neutrino Energy Density –– Fermi LevelFermi Level

Since neutrinos are fermi particles, each must occupy a different “particle in a 
box of side L” energy level.  Add up all the (rest mass + kinetic) energies up to 
the kinetic energy of the maximum bound velocity in the cluster for mν= 2 eV:

Neutrinos (if 2 ev mass) ~equal the average cluster baryonic mass density !

Neutrinos are a negligible fraction a galaxy’s average baryonic mass density !

(ρcritical = 5 x 109 eV/m3)
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Neutrino Oscillation Mass Difference LimitsNeutrino Oscillation Mass Difference Limits

If one generation is 2 eV, all generations are ~2 eV.
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Neutrino Mass LimitsNeutrino Mass Limits

Maybe MOND + the galactic cluster results are the first measurement that the 
typical neutrino mass is ~2 eV !

Mνe<   2.2   eV Tritium decay endpoint measurements (But much better
will come from KATRIN ~2007).  A much lower mass limit 
would rule out neutrinos being a significant DM mass in 
galactic clusters.

Mνµ<  170 KeV π+ → µ+ + νµ

Mντ<    18  MeV τ - → 2 π - + π+ + ντ

(Mνe + Mνµ + Mντ) < .68 eV WMAP (March 2006 results for 3 years of data),
but uses Einstein’s Field Eqn. for structure 
formation (ie: Newton, which is not the MOND 
force law).
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1E06571E0657--56  Colliding 56  Colliding ““Bullet ClustersBullet Clusters””
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1E06571E0657--56  Colliding 56  Colliding ““Bullet ClustersBullet Clusters””

Very approximate from a private communication

Clowe,etal; Dark Matter 2006 Conference, Marina del Rey

Eagerly waiting for preprint to appear in astro-ph !

1.4  2. .42  .18
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BekensteinBekenstein TensorTensor--VectorVector--ScalerScaler Theory (Theory (TeVeSTeVeS))

Bekenstein: http://cul.arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0403694

Three dynamical gravitational fields:

Tensor    (metric)
+ Scaler (needed for a~1/r at large distances)
+ 4-vector  (timelike vector needed for covarience)

Reduces to GR in a limit where a couple of constants go to zero.

http://cul.arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0403694
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Pioneer 10 and 11 AnomalyPioneer 10 and 11 Anomaly

Slope=8.09±.20 x 10-8 cm/sec2

Pioneer 10

R
es

id
ua

l

a Pioneer 10=
8.09± .20 x 10-8 cm/sec2 

a Pioneer 11=
8.56± .15 x 10-8 cm/sec2

a Ulysses     =
12     ± 3     x 10-8 cm/sec2

Toward the Sun

r~60 au

0
24

2

2

2

2

2

sec/107.1

)
sec50060

1(5.1

acm

km

r
c

c
GM
r

GMa

Sun

Sun
Newton

>>×=

×
=

=

=

−

Non-MOND regime.
Acceleration is ~104 a0 at 60 au.
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ConclusionConclusion
1) It is seems inescapable that the Bullet Cluster measurements show Dark 

Matter is doing the weak lensing and not baryonic matter. Is the cluster DM 
~2 eV neutrinos or new cold DM ?

2) The wide ranging phenomenological success of the simple MOND ansaz is a 
clue that must be explained by the correct theory (even if it’s cold DM+GR).

a) If DM is non-interacting, then why is MDM(r) exactly predictable from 
MStars(r)+MGas(r) in all spirals?

b) Pressure supported systems from molecular clouds to clusters of 
galaxies are characterized by the same internal acceleration a0.

c) Tight baryonic M~V4 or L~V4 for spirals (Tully-Fisher law).

d) Luminosity-velocity dispersion relation for ellipticals (Faber-Jackson law)

e) Why is a0=1.2 x 10-8 cm/sec2 ~  cH0=7 x 10-8 cm/sec2
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ConclusionConclusion

3) Presently, there are lots of “Angels” (eg: Dark Matter, Dark Energy, 
Inflation) in physics to make our old ideas keep working.  A historic branch 
point in physics is occurring:

• There really is cold Dark Matter, possibly already in the fertile zoo 
of particle theories.

OR

• Ruv-1/2 R guv =T uv needs modification / replacement
and MOND is an experimental clue.

Experiments will decide. 
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Extra SlidesExtra Slides
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UrsaUrsa Major Problematic Rotation CurvesMajor Problematic Rotation Curves
These are the Ursa Major spirals which MOND did not give good fits to their rotation curves.

NGC 3949: Verheijen (1997) notes that this rotation curve has a considerable side-to-side asymmetry: it 
rises more steeply on the receding side than on the approaching side, and there is a faint companion 1.5 
arc min to the north which may be interacting with this galaxy.

NGC 4389: This system is strongly barred, and the neutral hydrogen is not extended but contiguous with the 
optical image of the galaxy. Verheijen (1997) points out that the velocity field cannot be interpreted in terms 
of circular motion and that the overall kinematics is dominated by the bar.

UGC 6446: This low surface-brightness, gas-rich galaxy has an asymmetric rotation curve in the inner 
regions; on the receding side it rises more steeply than on the approaching side. The MOND fit is much 
improved if the distance to this galaxy is only 8 or 9 Mpc instead of the adopted 15.5 Mpc. Such a possibility 
is consistent with the fact that this galaxy has the lowest systemic velocity in the sample: 730 km/s which is 
1.5 sigma below the mean of 950 km/s.

UGC 6818: This is a dwarf galaxy which is probably interacting with a faint companion on its western edge 
(Verheijen 1997)

UGC 6973: Verheijen (1997) notes that this galaxy is interacting with UGC 6962 to the northwest and that 
the HI disk is warped. Moreover, there is considerable evidence for vigorous star formation in the inner 
region which is bright red and dusty. In the central regions this is the reddest galaxy in the sample; in terms 
of central surface brightness µo

B -µo
K′ = 6.47 (Tully et al. 1996). This suggests that the K′ band may be 

contaminated by dust emission and not be a true tracer of the distribution of the old stellar population. The 
resulting calculated Newtonian rotation curve would be unrealistically declining as a result.

Sanders & Verheijen: arXiv:astro-ph/9802240 v2 27 Mar 1998
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MOND M/L for Dwarf Satellites of the Milky Way MOND M/L for Dwarf Satellites of the Milky Way 

The MOND M/L ratio for dwarf 
spheroidal satellites of the Galaxy as 
a function of , the ratio of the internal 
to external acceleration.

This is the parameter that quantifies 
the influence of the Galactic 
acceleration field (the external field 
effect); when η< 1 the object is 
dominated by the external field.

where rc is the core radius, V∞ is the 
asymptotic rotation velocity of the 
Galaxy ~200 km/s) and R is the 
galactocentric distance of the dwarf.

Sanders & McGaugh: http://cul.arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0204521

http://cul.arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0204521
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Strong Gravitational Strong Gravitational LensingLensing

1) Strong Lensing occurs for a surface mass density > Σcritical

Σcritical=(1/4π) (cH0/G) F           where F~10  depends on lens and source redshifts

MOND applies for Σ < a0/G ~ Σcritical/5

Therefore:  Strong Lensing never occurs in the MOND regime.
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Weak Gravitational Weak Gravitational LensingLensing

Deflection of light at a large impact parameter “r” from a point mass “M” in MOND 
is independent of the impact parameter !

θ ~ 2    x   (r/c)      x     sqrt(GMa0/r
2)

GR is 2 x Newton.      Time accel is applied.    MOND acceleration.     

Scarpa, etal,   http://arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0601581

Isothermal DM 
density ~1/r2 also 
predicts a constant 
deflection angle at 
large r.

http://arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0601581
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Can Dark Matter Explain MOND ?Can Dark Matter Explain MOND ?

Turner & Kaplinghat: http://cul.arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0107284

Turner & Kaplinghat have calculated a characteristic acceleration “aDM” at which 
the acceleration due to DM would begin to dominate over that from Baryonic 
matter.

Einstein-deSitter model
Scale-free seed density perturbations
Baryonic dissipation (so they become more concentrated in structures than DM)
Numerical coincidence

aDM=O(1) cH0 (L/L0)
0.2   where  L=size of region that collapsed (at the time it did)

L0~10 Mpc= Scale of nonlinearity today from COBE

aDM~a0 MOND

Unfortunately,  no discussion of how the total acceleration  becomes the MOND 
ansatz = sqrt(aBaryons*aDM).

http://cul.arxiv.org/pdf/astro-ph/0107284
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TullyTully--Fisher and NewtonFisher and Newton

Scarpa: http://www.sc.eso.org/santiago/science/seminars/Sep2005/Scarpa.pdf

http://www.sc.eso.org/santiago/science/seminars/Sep2005/Scarpa.pdf
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